2008 ford e 150 cargo van

A top seller with a reputation for outstanding reliability, the Ford Econoline Cargo delivers
improved handling dynamics this year and catches up to modern rivals from GM and Dodge. As
a fixture on America's highways since way back in , the Ford E-Series a. Econoline currently
accounts for about half of the full-size passenger and cargo vans sold in this country. Offering
lots of space, versatility and durability, this rear-wheel-drive cargo van has long been a staple of
commercial fleets, independent contractors and small businesses that need to transport
materials and equipment economically. While popular, Ford's van has suffered from antiquated
underpinnings that lagged behind more modern rivals from GM and Dodge. The Ford Econoline
Cargo addresses many of our complaints by modernizing the handling dynamics with a revised
front and rear suspension, more refined steering and an all-new braking system. Not much has
changed inside, but the latest E-Series is visually distinguished from its predecessors outside
with a rugged new front end treatment borrowed from Ford's Super Duty trucks featuring a new
grille, bumpers, fascia and headlamps. Ford is obviously hoping for a more macho look here,
though it's not entirely cohesive in our opinion. Those chassis and suspension improvements
made to the E-Series have not only resulted in a better riding and handling vehicle than in the
past, but also one that can handle especially heavy loads. The E Super Duty, for example, offers
a gross vehicle weight rating GVWR of 9, pounds and a maximum available payload of 4,
pounds -- meaning many customers won't have to move up to larger, truly heavy-duty
van-based cutaways to meet their needs. Carrying over are a multitude of choices in terms of
power and hauling capability, depending on the size and weight of the gear you need to carry.
The Ford Econoline Cargo lineup starts off with the E, which should be more than sufficient for
many customers given its 3,pound maximum payload rating. For heavier-duty needs there are
the E and E Extended with its 20 additional inches of length and 52 extra cubic feet of cargo
space. And for those who truly need to maximize their hauling capability in a standard-issue
full-size van, there's the E Super Duty and longer E Super Duty Extended variant. With its
makeover for , the Ford E-Series is much closer to its rivals, especially in terms of road-going
dynamics. Thanks to its high-roof options, the Dodge Sprinter offers the most cargo-friendly
compartment that you can walk upright in , while its class-best build quality and fuel economy
make it the best choice for those with a bit more cash to spend. The Ford therefore aligns better
with GM's Express and Savana which feature mildly updated interiors this year , as they too
feature a more traditional American work van design, providing a similarly rugged chassis
design, ample interior space and torque-rich engines. However, the Ford Econoline Cargo is
probably the preferred choice for heavy-duty users with its combination of high payload ratings,
available diesel V8 and gasoline V10 engines, and legendary reliability record. If that describes
what you're looking for, you won't go wrong choosing a Ford E-Series work van -- just ask five
decades worth of customers. Shoppers with lighter-capacity needs can start with the E model,
while those with more demanding requirements should focus on the E and E SD models. These
heavier-duty vehicles come in two different lengths -- inches for the regular version and inches
for the Extended model -- and can haul more than 2 tons of gear in the case of the E Super Duty
van. Functional extras include halogen headlights, a second-row bench seat, upgraded towing
packages, a limited-slip differential and performance axle ratios for increased towing capacity.
Those desiring more creature comforts and style can spring for forged aluminum wheels,
interior insulation, cloth upholstery, captain's chairs, cruise control, keyless entry, powered
accessories and a six-speaker CD stereo. For tradespeople who demand organization, Ford also
offers several special packages that equip the E-Series with a variety of racks, bins and
drawers. E-Series cargo van buyers have four different engines to choose from, all sending
power to the rear wheels. The standard 4. A larger 5. These two gas V8s are backed by a
four-speed automatic transmission. Engine upgrades on E Super Dutys include a 6. These
larger optional engines are coupled to a five-speed automatic transmission. Maximum tow
ratings range from 6, pounds for a base E to 10, pounds for a properly equipped E Super Duty
with 4. The Econoline Cargo's Gross Combined Weight Rating GCWR -- the maximum amount a
vehicle can carry including passengers, cargo and trailer -- ranges from 11, pounds on the E to
an impressive 20, pounds on a properly equipped E Super Duty. All Ford Econoline Cargo vans
come standard with four-wheel antilock disc brakes and a manual deactivation switch for the
passenger-side airbag. A reverse-sensing system is available, as is traction control on all
E-Series models. It takes a lot of grunt to get more than 2. With the Ford E Super Duty vans, our
choice is the available diesel V8 due to its superior torque and added cruising range. However,
if you're partial to abundant power in a gasoline engine, Ford is the only manufacturer that
offers a V10 in a full-size van. The E-Series benefits from improved ride and handling dynamics
this year that give it a newfound confidence on the road, but despite its chassis improvements
this is still a massive full-size vehicle with a huge turning circle that can make it awkward to
maneuver in city traffic. But that's a minor consideration in a commercial vehicle and certainly

understandable given the substantial amount of equipment and materials this van can transport
in an enclosed and relatively economical manner. Unlike the Dodge Sprinter, there is no
optional driver side door, nor different roof heights. Standard-length vans have a maximum
cargo capacity of cubic feet, while extended-length vans check in with a voluminous cubic feet
of space. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're
interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap
used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're interested
in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other
owners paid for the Used Ford Econoline Cargo Van. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most
people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review
Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Weak standard V8s, minimal safety features,
unwieldy maneuverability, not as many configurations as Dodge Sprinter. Other years. List
Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the Econoline Cargo for sale near
you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near
Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Ford significantly updates its E-Series "Econoline"
full-size commercial and passenger vans for the first time in years with a bold new look up front
and an upgraded chassis underneath offering improved handling and braking along with greater
load-carrying capability. An engine-only traction control system is also available on most
models. Read more. Write a review See all 5 reviews. Read less. Ordered this van new March It's
my 4th Ford cargo van. Agree about brakes, steering and load capacity are great, but does have
harsh ride and wanders more on interstate compared to model. I believe increased vehicle
height contributes to more wind problems. Had the 5. Less power, less gas mileage and many
engine problems. Terrible vibration on hard acceleration that dealer cannot fix and blames on
valve float??? Dealer and Ford area rep. Also, hesitation after almost coming to a stop and
hitting the gas. Loved the in comparison. Worst van I ever drove. Driving is constant work as
the van wanders all over the road. Maybe it's the fact that the front suspension is offset to the
left with one tire is sticking out from the left fender and the other inset. It makes it look like the
van is crabbing as it drives down the road. Functionality - Wouldn't you think that after all these
years that Ford would figure out that you would want to slide a 4' x 8' sheet of plywood or
drywall without having to tilt it to get it through the doors? Major pain to load anything large.
Power outlets on the dash are located right behind the shift lever making it a pain to plug
anything in. But hey at least there's six cup holders for a 2 seat van. Write a review. People who
viewed this also viewed See Inventory 4 average Rating out of 7 reviews. Sponsored cars
related to the Econoline Cargo. Sign Up. A top seller with a reputation for outstanding reliability,
the Ford Econoline Cargo delivers improved handling dynamics this year and catches up to
modern rivals from GM and Dodge. As a fixture on America's highways since way back in , the
Ford E-Series a. Econoline currently accounts for about half of the full-size passenger and
cargo vans sold in this country. Offering lots of space, versatility and durability, this
rear-wheel-drive cargo van has long been a staple of commercial fleets, independent
contractors and small businesses that need to transport materials and equipment economically.
While popular, Ford's van has suffered from antiquated underpinnings that lagged behind more
modern rivals from GM and Dodge. The Ford Econoline Cargo addresses many of our
complaints by modernizing the handling dynamics with a revised front and rear suspension,
more refined steering and an all-new braking system. Not much has changed inside, but the
latest E-Series is visually distinguished from its predecessors outside with a rugged new front
end treatment borrowed from Ford's Super Duty trucks featuring a new grille, bumpers, fascia
and headlamps. Ford is obviously hoping for a more macho look here, though it's not entirely
cohesive in our opinion. Those chassis and suspension improvements made to the E-Series
have not only resulted in a better riding and handling vehicle than in the past, but also one that
can handle especially heavy loads. The E Super Duty, for example, offers a gross vehicle weight
rating GVWR of 9, pounds and a maximum available payload of 4, pounds -- meaning many
customers won't have to move up to larger, truly heavy-duty van-based cutaways to meet their
needs. Carrying over are a multitude of choices in terms of power and hauling capability,
depending on the size and weight of the gear you need to carry. The Ford Econoline Cargo
lineup starts off with the E, which should be more than sufficient for many customers given its
3,pound maximum payload rating. For heavier-duty needs there are the E and E Extended with

its 20 additional inches of length and 52 extra cubic feet of cargo space. And for those who truly
need to maximize their hauling capability in a standard-issue full-size van, there's the E Super
Duty and longer E Super Duty Extended variant. With its makeover for , the Ford E-Series is
much closer to its rivals, especially in terms of road-going dynamics. Thanks to its high-roof
options, the Dodge Sprinter offers the most cargo-friendly compartment that you can walk
upright in , while its class-best build quality and fuel economy make it the best choice for those
with a bit more cash to spend. The Ford therefore aligns better with GM's Express and Savana
which feature mildly updated interiors this year , as they too feature a more traditional American
work van design, providing a similarly rugged chassis design, ample interior space and
torque-rich engines. However, the Ford Econoline Cargo is probably the preferred choice for
heavy-duty users with its combination of high payload ratings, available diesel V8 and gasoline
V10 engines, and legendary reliability record. If that describes what you're looking for, you
won't go wrong choosing a Ford E-Series work van -- just ask five decades worth of customers.
Shoppers with lighter-capacity needs can start with the E model, while those with more
demanding requirements should focus on the E and E SD models. These heavier-duty vehicles
come in two different lengths -- inches for the regular version and inches for the Extended
model -- and can haul more than 2 tons of gear in the case of the E Super Duty van. Functional
extras include halogen headlights, a second-row bench seat, upgraded towing packages, a
limited-slip differential and performance axle ratios for increased towing capacity. Those
desiring more creature comforts and style can spring for forged aluminum wheels, interior
insulation, cloth upholstery, captain's chairs, cruise control, keyless entry, powered
accessories and a six-speaker CD stereo. For tradespeople who demand organization, Ford also
offers several special packages that equip the E-Series with a variety of racks, bins and
drawers. E-Series cargo van buyers have four different engines to choose from, all sending
power to the rear wheels. The standard 4. A larger 5. These two gas V8s are backed by a
four-speed automatic transmission. Engine upgrades on E Super Dutys include a 6. These
larger optional engines are coupled to a five-speed automatic transmission. Maximum tow
ratings range from 6, pounds for a base E to 10, pounds for a properly equipped E Super Duty
with 4. The Econoline Cargo's Gross Combined Weight Rating GCWR -- the maximum amount a
vehicle can carry including passengers, cargo and trailer -- ranges from 11, pounds on the E to
an impressive 20, pounds on a properly equipped E Super Duty. All Ford Econoline Cargo vans
come standard with four-wheel antilock disc brakes and a manual deactivation switch for the
passenger-side airbag. A reverse-sensing system is available, as is traction control on all
E-Series models. It takes a lot of grunt to get more than 2. With the Ford E Super Duty vans, our
choice is the available diesel V8 due to its superior torque and added cruising range. However,
if you're partial to abundant power in a gasoline engine, Ford is the only manufacturer that
offers a V10 in a full-size van. The E-Series benefits from improved ride and handling dynamics
this year that give it a newfound confidence on the road, but despite its chassis improvements
this is still a massive full-size vehicle with a huge turning circle that can make it awkward to
maneuver in city traffic. But that's a minor consideration in a commercial vehicle and certainly
understandable given the substantial amount of equipment and materials this van can transport
in an enclosed and relatively economical manner. Unlike the Dodge Sprinter, there is no
optional driver side door, nor different roof heights. Standard-length vans have a maximum
cargo capacity of cubic feet, while extended-length vans check in with a voluminous cubic feet
of space. Available styles include E 3dr Van 4. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands
of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to
help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply
research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Ford Econoline Cargo. Is it better to lease or
buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And
from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments,
pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a
less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to
drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review
Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Weak standard V8s, minimal safety features,
unwieldy maneuverability, not as many configurations as Dodge Sprinter. Other years. List
Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Ford
significantly updates its E-Series "Econoline" full-size commercial and passenger vans for the
first time in years with a bold new look up front and an upgraded chassis underneath offering
improved handling and braking along with greater load-carrying capability. An engine-only

traction control system is also available on most models. Read more. Write a review See all 5
reviews. Read less. Ordered this van new March It's my 4th Ford cargo van. Agree about brakes,
steering and load capacity are great, but does have harsh ride and wanders more on interstate
compared to model. I believe increased vehicle height contributes to more wind problems. Had
the 5. Less power, less gas mileage and many engine problems. Terrible vibration on hard
acceleration that dealer cannot fix and blames on valve float??? Dealer and Ford area rep. Also,
hesitation after almost coming to a stop and hitting the gas. Loved the in comparison. Worst
van I ever drove. Driving is constant work as the van wanders all over the road. Maybe it's the
fact that the front suspension is offset to the left with one tire is sticking out from the left fender
and the other inset. It makes it look like the van is crabbing as it drives down the road.
Functionality - Wouldn't you think that after all these years that Ford would figure out that you
would want to slide a 4' x 8' sheet of plywood or drywall without having to tilt it to get it through
the doors? Major pain to load anything large. Power outlets on the dash are located right behind
the shift lever making it a pain to plug anything in. But hey at least there's six cup holders for a
2 seat van. See all 5 reviews of the Used Ford Econoline Cargo. Write a review. People who
viewed this also viewed See Inventory 4 average Rating out of 7 reviews. Sponsored cars
related to the Econoline Cargo. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in
accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject
to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands
of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with
a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
chevy 06
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

